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Education

2008 - 2012: PhD in Astronomy, Astrophysics and Space Science at Paris, Université PSL (Paris Sciences &
Lettres), and Qualification for Lecturer Functions.

Research experience

2019, 01/07 – present: Postdoctoral scholar, New-York University (CCPP) and Flatiron Institute (CCA)
2015, 10/01 – 2018, 08/31: The Hebrew University, Postdoctoral scholar
2012, 10/01 – 2015, 09/30: Tel Aviv University, Postdoctoral scholar

Visiting positions and selected grants

2019-2020 Visiting Postdoctoral scholar (RIKEN, Japan)
2018-2020 Visiting Postdoctoral scholar (KIPAC, Stanford University, USA)
2015-2017 Lady Davis Fellowship (The Hebrew University, Israel)

Organization and Chair of international conferences

Chair of the international conference:
- Nuclear Astrophysics & Cosmic Rays in the Multimessenger Era, ICISE, Quy Nhon (Vietnam), August 16-22,
2020 - postponed due to CoVid-19

Co-chair of the international conference:
- High Energy Astrophysics Israel Japan Workshop, RIKEN, Wako and Kobe Campus (Japan), July 18-23, 2019

Organizer of the international conferences:
- TMEX-2020: Theory meeting experiment: particle astrophysics and cosmology, ICISE, Quy Nhon (Vietnam),
January 6-11, 2020
- VHEPU-2018: Very High Energy Phenomena in the Universe, ICISE, Quy Nhon (Vietnam), August 12-18, 2018
- High Energy Astrophysics Workshop (Feb. 28, 2017) at the Hebrew University (Israel)

Organizer of the weekly astrophysics seminar at the Hebrew University (Israel). Academic years 2016-2017 and
2017-2018.

Professional Service Activities

Grant panelist for the French National Research Agency (ANR)

Referee for the international journals: Physical Review Letters (PRL), The Astrophysical Journal (ApJ),
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (MNRAS), Science (Science), Journal of Cosmology and
Astroparticle Physics (JCAP)

Membership: International Astronomical Union (IAU) / APS member / Women in Physics, New York Univer-
sity

PhD students representative at the doctoral school of Astronomy and Astrophysics of Paris (2009-2010)

Teaching experience

• graduate students courses:
- nuclear magnetic resonance (Paris Observatory and Université Paris VI)
- special and general relativity (Paris Observatory and Université Paris VI)
- solar optics and spectroscopy (Paris Observatory)
- dynamics of dilute gases and plasmas (Paris Observatory)
- imagery post-processing (Paris Observatory)
- far-infrared detection (Paris Observatory)

• undergraduate students courses:
- introduction to astronomy and astrophysics (Paris Observatory)
- programming in IDL (Paris Observatory)
- supervisor of observations at Solar Tower (Paris Observatory)
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Invited talks

15 invited talks in international conferences.
45 invited seminars/colloquia at world-class research institutes.
All dates and locations can be provided upon request.
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Multidisciplinary research achievements (one page summary)
cosmic-rays, high energy astrophysics and astrobiology

1. Cosmic-rays and origin of life theories

• Spin-polarized cosmic radiation acts as a small but consistent selection pressure term; the difference in muta-
tion rate between biopolymers of opposite handedness can lead to the emergence of biological homochirality
on an evolutionary timescale [paper link] [arXiv].

2. Multi-messenger cosmic-ray physics

2.1 Modelling UHECR spectrum and composition

• I investigated the acceleration of cosmic-ray nuclei at GRB internal shocks. I co-authored a numerical code
that integrates the trajectory of the particle around the shock, including all the relevant energy loss processes.
We predicted a softer proton component as a distinctive signature of GRBs [paper link].

• I calculated the observed spectrum at the Earth, taking into account propagation in the extragalactic magnetic
fields and interaction with extragalactic photon backgrounds [paper link].

• We proposed a simple model to account for the Galactic-to-extragalactic cosmic-ray transition and the origin
of the light ankle detected by KASCADE-Grande [paper link].

2.2 Multi-messenger probes of UHECR origin

• I calculated the flux of secondary gamma-ray and neutrinos produced during UHECR propagation from their
sources to the Earth, to discuss the implications of the most recent Fermi-LAT data regarding the extragalactic
diffuse γ-ray background as well as IceCube neutrinos data on the origin of the UHECRs [paper link].

2.3 Propagation of UHECR in Galactic and extragalactic magnetic fields

• I calculated the lifetime of a cosmic-ray spot over a 5 years observation period [paper link]. I also investigated
the lifetime of TeV anisotropies [paper link].

• I investigated the compatibility between Auger and TA concerning the spectrum and anisotropies [paper link].
• I calculated the rms value of the extragalactic dipole amplitude based on the assumption that the UHECR

sources follow the large-scale structure. If the UHECR (at energy range 4 - 30 EeV) sources follow the large
scale structure they must be relatively nearby, within ∼300 Mpc [paper link].

• I calculated the UHECR dipole anisotropy expected from the large-scale structure using the density field
predicted by Hoffman et al. 2018 [paper link].

• A recent (still preliminary) study shows that the observed energy dependence of the dipole anisotropy is a
natural consequence of the evolution in composition reported by Auger [ICRC Proceeding] [paper in prepara-
tion].

3. Black hole jets

3.1 Jet central engine

• I calculated the condition under which the rotational energy of the black hole can be extracted via the
Blandford-Znajek mechanism (Blandford & Znajek, 1977) and showed that there is a critical energy load
below which the outflow is powered by the black hole, and above which it is either powered by the external
energy source or does not form at all [paper link].

• I derived solutions for the double flow structure (inflow-outflow) in general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics
(GRMHD) in the Kerr metric. I applied the model to the central engine of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) jets
using a realistic plasma injection profile (neutrino-antineutrino annihilation) [paper link].

3.2 Jet collimation mechanisms

• I showed that the rotation of the black hole contributes to collimate the jet in the framework of a GRMHD
model in the Kerr metric [paper link].

• I investigated the jet collimation in active galactic nuclei. We showed that the outflow emanating from the
surrounding accretion disk can collimate efficiently the magnetic jet and derived the jet collimation efficiency
for a wide range of disk wind parameters [paper link].

• I investigated the jet collimation in M87. The entire collimation profile can be reproduced if the pressure
of the external medium changes from approximately pext ∝ z−2 to the profile observed on scales 0.1-10 kpc,
pext ∝ z−0.7 and the HST-1 knot can be due to the focusing of the magnetized jet [paper link].
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